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Abstract
The   calculus with multiplicities is a renement of the lazy   calculus where the
argument in an application comes with a multiplicity which is an upper bound
to the number of its uses This introduces potential deadlocks in the evaluation
We study various observation scenarios for this calculus depending on the way
we observe termination deadlock and divergence We relate these observational
semantics with the intensional interpretation of   terms by means of Levy Longo
trees We show in particular that the inclusion of such trees coincides with the
at observational semantics where deadlocks and convergence are distinguished
  Introduction
The   calculus with multiplicities was introduced in  to the purpose of
studying the relationship between the   calculus and Milners  calculus 
It is a resource conscious	 re
nement of the   calculus based on the following
observation in an application MN the argument N is in nitely available for
the function M  This appears clearly in the process of  reduction when
M is an abstraction  xR the application MN reduces to R
N

x
 where the
argument is copied within R as many times as there are free occurrences of x
One cannot predict the multiplicity	 of x in R because R could be reduced
to another term where this variable is duplicated
In our re
nement of the   calculus any argument comes with an explicit

nite or in
nite multiplicity Namely we write MN
m
where m   N  fg
meaning that N is available at most m times for the function M  As a par 
ticular case we get the usual   terms where all multiplicities are in
nite 
in which case we may omit them to keep the standard notation To give an
operational meaning to the multiplicities we have to re
ne the substitution
mechanism To this purpose it is convenient to use the notion of explicit sub
stitution of Curien et al  That is we extend the syntax with the construct
 
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Mh
N
m

x
i meaning that N is substituted for x in M at most m times and
we modify the  reduction rule in the obvious way
 xMN
m
 Mh
N
m

x
i
The actual use of the resource is delayed until something is really needed for
the variable it is bound to That is to compute a term Mh
N
m

x
i one 
rst
computes M  Then one fetches a sample N of the resource leaving the rest
for future use whenever the computation cannot proceed without a value
for x that is whenever x occurs in the head position in M  In this case
M  xQ
 
  Q
k
 where the Q
i
s are either arguments with multiplicity R
m
or
substitution items h
R
m

y
i
i y
i
 x and the following reduction takes place
xQ
 
  Q
k
h
N
m 

x
i  NQ
 
  Q
k
h
N
m

x
i
De
ned in this way the reduction process is entirely deterministic for any
term there is at most one reduction it can undergo in one step we adopt
the lazy	 regime of reduction of Abramsky and Ong  where in order to
compute MN
m
 one has 
rst to evaluate the operator M
Clearly what is new with respect to the usual   calculus is the possibility
of deadlock if something is needed for x but there is no resource available
for x then no reduction is possible For instance we have if I   z z is the
identity
 xxx I
 
 xxh
I
 

x
i
 Ixh
I


x
i
 zh
x
 

z
ih
I


x
i
 xh
x
 

z
ih
I


x
i
Although this computation terminates we do not wish to regard a normal form
such as xh
x
 

z
ih
I


x
i as a meaningful value Here as in the lazy   calculus
a value is a normal form that waits for an input In other words a value is an
abstraction up to the identi
cation of  xMh
N
m

y
i with  xMh
N
m

y
i
It was noted in  that allowing 
nite multiplicities  and thus dead 
locks  provides us with a sharp discriminating power For instance the two
terms  xxx and  xx yxy though equated in the lazy   calculus are dis 
tinguished in the   calculus with multiplicities One can see a dierence by
putting them into the context  I
 
 where the 
rst one ends up with a dead 
lock while the second produces a value To state this in a more formal way we
have to de
ne the observational semantics of our calculus Let us 
rst remark
that regarding the evaluation of a closed termM  there are three possibilities
i either it diverges that is the evaluation of M never stops
ii or it terminates and there are two subcases
a either it deadlocks ending on a normal form which is not a value
b or it converges resulting in a value that is an abstraction
This may be formalized by introducing a domain of observations D  f  g
and de
ning an observation function obsM on closed terms whose value is
 resp   if the evaluation of M diverges resp deadlocks converges

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Assuming that observations are preordered in some way we may now de
ne
an observational preorder on terms as follows
M is observationally better than N if and only if obsCM  is better than
obsCN  for any context with multiplicities C closing M and N 
Several observation scenarios are then possible We take Scotts view that
divergence provides no information therefore   d for any observation d
In this paper we investigate three kinds of observational semantics In the
standard	 view the one adopted in  one does not distinguish dead 
lock from divergence Then we get an observational preorder denoted 
m

associated with the preordering      on D Another sensible ordering
on observations is      the vertical	 ordering We denote the as 
sociated semantics by 
 
m
 Finally we shall also consider the at	 ordering
where deadlock and convergence are incomparable The resulting semantics
is denoted 

m

Our purpose is to determine precisely to which extent the   calculus with
multiplicities is a re
nement of the usual   calculus That is we shall study
and characterize the discriminating power of contexts with multiplicities over
the  terms with respect to the orderings on observations mentioned above
To be more precise we study the restriction to   terms of the preorders 
m


 
m
and 

m
 and of the associated equivalences 	
m
 	
 
m
and 	

m

We prove that the standard	 observational semantics 
m
coincides over
  terms with 
 
m
 and is strictly weaker than 

m
 In particular 	 expansion
is increasing with respect to 
m
 but x 

m
 yxy for instance A context
that shows this is h
I


x
i Moreover any term of in
nite order  typically 
such that  

 x for instance    fx ff fx ff  is a top element
with respect to 
m
 while I 

m
 since these two terms are separated by the
context  I


Our main results are the characterizations of the preorders 
m
and 

m
over   terms We show that the latter coincides with the pre
x ordering on
an intensional tree representation of   terms the so called Levy Longo trees
these are like Bohm trees 
tted in with the lazy regime where any divergent
term as    xxx xxx is dierent from  x We thus provide an
observational counterpart to the inclusion of Levy Longo trees which may
be regarded as the 
nest reasonable semantics one can imagine for   terms
Concerning 
m
 we have to accomodate the semantics to the fact that 	 
expansion is increasing and that anything is less than a term of in
nite order
This was done by Ong in  who introduced a preorder on   terms involving
these features which he called the lazy PlotkinScottEngeler preorder We
prove that this preorder coincides with the restriction of 
m
to   terms
An immediate consequence of these characterizations is that the observa 
tional equivalences M 	
m
N or M 	

m
N over   terms both coincide with
the equality of the associated Levy Longo trees From this and previous re 
sults of Sangiorgi  we can draw some conclusions Sangiorgi studied the
equivalence M 	

N induced by Milners encoding of the   calculus into
the  calculus  and he showed in particular that this coincides with the

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equality of the associated Levy Longo trees We can then conclude that as
far as the   calculus is concerned the  calculus and the   calculus with mul 
tiplicities have the same discriminating power regardless of the observation
scenario we take for the latter This may be surprising because the   calculus
with multiplicities is a deterministic calculus with no parallel facility We
must also point out that Sangiorgi used a kind of bisimulation as the semantic
equivalence while we use the much weaker notion of observational equiva 
lence Nevertheless our results show that even if we use an observational
equivalence for the  calculus we still keep the same induced semantics on
  terms namely the equality of Levy Longo trees
Sangiorgi also showed that one cannot go beyond 	

by extending the con 
texts using well formed operators	 while adding a unary non deterministic
operator 
M with evaluation rules

M  M and 
M  
is enough to get the full discriminating power of the  calculus Note that this
operator has some avour of introducing potential deadlocks since 
M  
means that M  regarded as a resource may vanish However this is only
true if we defer a part of the discriminating power to the semantic equivalence
itself using the bisimulation for instance Sangiorgi then concluded that non
determinism is exactly what is necessary to add to the  calculus to make it
as discriminating as the calculus	  As far as one is committed to use
well formed operators	 while being allowed to use a bisimulation semantics
this is true However using explicit substitutions which provide us with a
computationally meaningful construct and still using an observational seman 
tics which in non deterministic calculi is usually far less discriminating than
bisimulation we may have a dierent conclusion the possibility of deadlocks
is essentially what the calculus adds to the lazy  calculus
Note for lack of space we only give a sketch of the proof of the main results
The full proofs may be found in 
 The  calculus with multiplicities
As usual we assume given a countable set Var of variables ranged over by x
y z    The set 
m
of terms of the   calculus with multiplicities or  
m
 terms
is generated by the following grammar
E  x j  xE j EE
m
 j Eh
E
m

x
i
where m is a positive integer or the in
nite multiplicity that is m   Nfg
To avoid any confusion with usual   terms denoted by M  N    we use E
F    to range over terms with multiplicities However we shall most often
omit the in
nite multiplicity writing EF and Eh
F

x
i for EF
 
and Eh
F
 

x
i
respectively That is we regard usual   terms as particular cases of terms
with multiplicities We call E
m
a bag made of m copies of the term E The
set of bags is denoted by  We use P  Q R    to range over bags or
substitutions h
E
m

x
i As usual we abbreviate  x
 
   x
n
E into  x
 
  x
n
E
and use EP
 
  P
k
to denote    EP
 
   P
k
 where the P
i
s are bags or

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substitutions
The notions of free and bound variables are the standard ones see 
except that in Eh
P

x
i every free occurrence of x in E is bound by the substi 
tution h
P

x
i We denote by fvE resp bvE the set of free resp bound
variables of a term E and by 

m
the set of closed terms The set of closed
bags is denoted 

 As usual we shall consider  
m
 terms up to 
 conversion
Then to de
ne the syntactic equality of terms we use the partial operation
of renaming E
y

x
 where y is neither free nor bound in E This is de
ned as
usual when E is a variable an abstraction or an application and as follows
when E  E

h
F
m

z
i
E

h
F
m

z
i
y

x
 
 





E


y

x
h
F 
y

x

m

z
i if z  x
E

h
F 
y

x

m

z
i if z  x
The syntactic equality is the congruence  generated by the following axioms
 xE   y E
y

x
 y   fvE  bvE
Eh
P

x
i  E
y

x
h
P

y
i y   fvE  bvE
 xEh
P

y
i   x Eh
P

y
i x   fvP   fyg
A value is any abstraction  xE Note that due to our last equation for the
syntactic equality a closure	  xEh
P

y
i is a value
As usual a  
m
 context is any term built using the syntax of  
m
 terms
plus an additional constant  the hole Filling the hole with a term E in a
context C results in a term denoted CE Note that free variables of E may
be bound by the context in CE We denote the set of contexts by 
m

De nition  The reduction relation 
m
on 
m
is the least one satisfying
the following rules
 xEP  Eh
P

x
i
E  E

EP  E

P
E  E

Eh
P

x
i  E

h
P

x
i
Eh
F

x
i  E

Eh
F
m 

x
i  E

h
F
m

x
i
x   fvF 
E  F E  E

F  E

where the fetch relation   is de
ned by
xh
E

x
i  E
Eh
F

x
i  E

EP h
F

x
i  E

P
Eh
F

x
i  E

Eh
P

z
ih
F

x
i  E

h
P

z
i
z  x and z   fvF 
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It can be shown that the reduction 
m
is deterministic up to  
That is if E reduces into F and G then F  G One should note that to
infer E 
m
E

 one often has to rename bound variables in E to ful
l the
requirements about bound variables in the rules For instance we have
xxyh
x

y
ih
xy


x
i  zzuh
z

u
ih
xy


z
i 
m
xyzuh
z

u
ih
xy
 

z
i
In the following we denote by


m
the reexive and transitive closure of

m

 The observational semantics
As we said in the introduction we consider a domain of observations D 
f  g and de
ne a function obs from closed terms to D as follows
obsE 
 










 if E

 E


m
E

 F E


m
F
 if E

xF E


m
E

  xF
 otherwise
Now given any preorder R on D we de
ne the R observational preorder 
R
m
over  
m
 terms as follows
E 
R
m
F
def
 C   
m
 CE CF    

m
 obsCER obsCF 
Such a relation is obviously a precongruence Two terms E and F are R 
observationally equivalent denoted E 	
R
m
F whenever E 
R
m
F and F 
R
m
E
In this paper we shall only consider preorders R on observations such that
 R d for any d   D
Remark  The usual  conversion over   term is contained into any of
these observational equivalences that isM 

N M 	
R
m
N  forMN   
Following Milner and Levy Abramsky showed that in the lazy   calculus
the test for verifying whether an expression is less informative than another
can be safely reduced to applicative contexts  This property also holds
in   calculus with multiplicities regardless of the observation criterion R as
established by the following lemma Thanks to the explicit substitutions one
may prove the context lemma for arbitrary terms that is not necessarily
closed
Lemma  The Context Lemma
E 
R
m
F  

P E

P  F

P   

m
 obsE

P  R obsF

P 
Proof Outline The direction  is obvious To establish  we use the
notion ofmultiple context namely contexts with several kinds of holes indexed
by positive integers ie 
i
 We use the notation C
e
E for CE
 
     E
k

We denote for a while by E 
R
m
F the relation 

P E

P  F

P   

m

obsE

P  R obsF

P  We prove that if E
i

R
m
F
i
for   i  n then
obsCE
 
     E
n
 R obsCF
 
     F
n
 provided that C
e
E and C
e
F  are

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closed The case where obsC
e
E   is trivial so we may assume that
the evaluation of C
e
E terminates Let l be the length of the terminating
evaluation of this term and h be the number of occurrences of holes in C
Then the proof is by induction on l h wrt the lexicographic ordering We
observe that C may be written C

C
 
  C
m
where C

is either a hole 
i
 or
a variable x or an abstraction context  xB and the C
j
s for j   are
bags or substitution contexts Then the proof proceeds by case on C

 Some
technical complications arise due to 
 conversion or more precisely due to the
rule E  F  E 
m
E

 F 
m
E

see the example at the end of the
previous section 
Remark  Using the Context Lemma it is easy to verify that  
R
m
E for
any E Then for instance
m  n   x
 
   x
m
 
R
m
 x
 
  x
n

In the following we shall consider three speci
c instances of the preorder R
on observations diering in the way deadlock is related to convergence and
divergence These are
  





 


v v
 
v

The third observation domain is the one considered by Aceto and Hennessy
in  Our work diers from theirs in that we are dealing with a deterministic
calculus We let 
m
 
 
m
and 

m
resp 	
m
 	
 
m
and 	

m
 be the respective
instances of 
R
m
resp 	
R
m
 We refer to these preorders as the standard	
vertical	 and at	 preorders respectively  even if this terminology applies
more adequately to the related preorder on observations An obvious fact is
the following
Proposition  E 

m
F  E 
m
F  with    f g 
We have seen that the inclusion 

m
 
m
is strict It is not very di cult
to prove that 
m
contains 	 expansion namely M 
m
 xMx provided x  
fvM This is not true for 

m
 As we shall see the standard	 observational
preorder 
m
involves 	 expansion in a quite intricated way
 LevyLongo trees
In this section we start relating the retriction to   terms of the observational
preorders 
R
m
with an intensional representation of   terms due to Levy and
Longo and studied by Ong  In ! Levy introduced a re
nement of
Wadsworths notion of syntactic approximant  suited for the lazy   
calculus where  x must be distinguished from  Then Levy de
ned an
interpretation of the   calculus based on this notion of lazy approximant	
and he showed that the induced preorder is a precongruence Levys interpre 
tation may be de
ned as follows

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De nition  The set N of lazy approximants ranged over by AB   
is the least subset of  containing  x
 
   x
n
 and  x
 
   x
n
 xA
 
  A
m
whenever A
i
  N  For M    the direct approximation of M is the term
M of N inductively de
ned by
 x  yMNM
 
  M
k
   x
 x yM
 
  M
k
   x yM
 
   M
k

The interpretation of M    is AM  fN j M 

Ng Levys preorder
on   terms denotedM v
L
N  is the inclusion of sets of approximantsAM 
AN The equality M 
L
N is AM  AN
An immediate consequence of Remark  and of the de
nition of approx 
imants is
Remark  A   AM  A 
R
m
M
In  Longo gave a suggestive presentation of Levys interpretation by
means of what is now called Levy Longo trees These are re
nements of the
well known Bohm trees see  adapted to the lazy regime The Levy Longo
trees are possibly in
nite node labelled trees where the labels are either "
representing terms of in
nite order as  or  x
 
   x
n
 representing terms
as  x
 
   x
n
 or  x
 
   x
n
 x representing the head	 of a solvable term as
in Bohm trees To de
ne these trees let us 
rst recall the notion of a   term of
proper order n with n   Nfg using the lazy reduction relation M 

M

see 
i M   PO

 M

 M



M

 M

 M



M

ii M   PO
n 
 x M

  PO
n
 M



 xM

iii M   PO
 
 n x
 
     x
n
M

 M 

 x
 
  x
n
M

De nition  The LevyLongo tree of a   term M  LTM is de
ned in 
ductively as follows
i LTM  " if M   PO
 
#
ii LTM   x
 
  x
n
 if M   PO
n
#
iii LTM 
LTM
 




P
P
P
P
 x
 
   x
n
 x
LTM
k
  
if M 

 x
 
   x
n
 xM
 
  M
k

To recover Levys orderingM v
L
N on the tree representation one de
nes
an operation  xT on trees consisting in pre
xing the label of the root of T
by  x with the rule that  x"  " Then a tree T is less than T

whenever
T

is obtained from T by replacing some leaves labelled  x
 
   x
n
 in T by
trees  x
 
   x
n
T

 An example of in
nite Levy Longo tree is provided by
Wadsworths combinator J satisfying J 

 xy xJy which may be given

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by J
def
  f xy xffy f xy xffy The tree for this term is
LTJ   xy

x
j
 y
 
y

j
 y

y
 



Regarding Levys interpretation a natural question is is there any observa 
tional semantics on   terms that coincides with v
L
$ The lazy   calculus even
if extended with a parallel convergence testing facility is not the answer since
for instance x yxy v
L
xx see  In other words Levys interpretation is
not fully abstract with respect to the extended lazy   calculus We shall see
that it is fully abstract with respect to an observational semantics induced by
the   calculus with multiplicities Let us 
rst show that Levys interpretation
is adequate with respect to any 
R
m

To this end we establish independently of any particular observation sce 
nario a property that we call the approximation lemma cf  It states
that in order for CM  to provide an observable result where M is a   term
and C a  
m
 context only a 
nite amount of information about M needs to
be known Intuitively this should be clear because M can only participate
by a 
nite number of reduction steps in a terminating computation of CM 
Moreover it is only whenever M shows up in the head position as a function
applied to a series of arguments that it has to exhibit some speci
c 
nite in 
tensional content like beginning with a series of abstractions Then any term
having at least the same intensional content is as good as M  as far as the ob 
servability within the context C is concerned The appropriate formalization
of 
nite intensional content	 is given by approximants
Lemma  The Approximation Lemma For any  
m
context C and
for any M    with CM  closed
A   AM obsCM   obsCA

The proof technique is similar to the one we used for the Context Lemma
Again the explicit substitution construct is very convenient for this proof
As a corollary of the Approximation Lemma we can now prove the adequacy
result mentioned above relating Levys interpretation to the observational
preorders
Theorem  For any  terms M and N  and any observation preorder R
M v
L
N  M 
R
m
N
Proof Assume that M v
L
N  and let C be a context such that both CM 
and CN  are closed Then by the Approximation Lemma there exists A  
!
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AM such that obsCA  obsCM  By de
nition of v
L
 we have A  
AN By the Remark  we then conclude that obsCAR obsCN  
 Characterization of the observational preorders
 The 	at observation scenario
In this section we show that Levys preorder v
L
coincides with the observa 
tional semantics induced by contexts with multiplicities provided we use the
at	 observation scenario That is we establish the following
Theorem  Let MN    Then M v
L
N  M 

m
N  
One may note that this provides us with an alternative proof of Levys di  
cult result that v
L
is a precongruence The Theorem  gives a half of the
equivalenceM v
L
N  M 

m
N  Therefore it is enough to show a separa
tion lemma analogous to a famous theorem of Bohm see also  asserting
that if M v
L
N then there is a context with multiplicities where M and N
yield dierent observations To this end it is convenient to use an alternative
characterization of Levys preorder as the limit	 of a decreasing sequence of
preorders
Proposition  M v
L
N  k   N M 
k
N
where 
k
 the intensional preorder at order k is given by
i M 

N for any M and N 

ii M 
k 
N if and only if
a M   PO
n
and N 

 x
 
   x
m
 N

with m  n or
b M 

 x
 
   x
n
 xM
 
  M
s
and N 

 x
 
   x
n
 xN
 
  N
s
with
M
i

k
N
i
for   i  s 
Then the separation lemma will establish that ifM 
k
N for some k then
M 

m
N  by induction on the least k such that M 
k
N  The proof which
is long and technical uses a re
nement of the classical Bohm out technique	
see  As such it uses the tupling combinators
P
n
  x
 
   x
n 
 x
n 
x
 
  x
n
and the associated projections
U
n
i
  x
 
   x
n
 x
i
More precisely we show that if M 
k
N then M and N may be separated by
means of a context of the form
 h
P
q
 
m
 

x
 
i    h
P
q
n
m
n

x
n
iP
 
  P
r
where the bags P
j
s are either P
q
m
 where m is 
nite or U
n
i

 
 or 
 
 and
the m
j
s are 
nite Let us call canonical a context of this form Then the
previous theorem is an immediate corollary of the following lemma
Lemma  The Separation Lemma	 
at case Let MN    be such
that M 
k
N for some k Then there exists a canonical context C   
m

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closing both M and N such that
obsCM  v

obsCN 

Let us illustrate this lemma with an example where multiplicities play a
relevant role We have seen that the two terms xx and x y xy are equated in
the lazy   calculus whereas they are uncomparable in the at observational
semantics The Levy Longo trees of these two terms are
x
x
y
 y x
x
LTxx  LTx y xy 
Then to separate these terms we must project out the subtrees of x and  y xy
and then substitute a deadlocked term for x This is performed by the context
h
P
 
 

x
iU
 
 

 The standard and vertical observation scenarios
Characterizing the observational semantics 
m
over   terms turns out to be
more di cult than in the at	 case for two reasons
i we have to take into account the fact that terms of in
nite order are
greater than any other one
ii we have to deal with the fact that 	 expansion is increasing
Moreover we have to deal with in
nite 	 expansion	 A typical example is
provided by Wadsworths combinator J which is a kind of in
nite 	 expansion
of the identity Indeed we have I 
m
J Then to the purpose of characteriz 
ing this observational preorder we re
ne Levys preorder or more accurately
the presentation we gave for it in Proposition  by means of a decreas 
ing sequence of 
nite	 preorders It turns out that this was done by Ong
in  De
nition  who called lazy PlotkinScottEngeler preorder the
following preorder
De nition  The preorder M v

L
N on   terms is given by
M v

L
N
def
 k   N M 

k
N
where 

k
is de
ned as follows
i M 


N for any M and N #
ii M 

k 
N if and only if
a N   PO
 
or
b M   PO
n
and N 

 x
 
   x
m
 N

with m  n or
c M 

 x
 
   x
n
 xM
 
  M
s
and
N 

 x
 
   x
n
y
 
   y
t
 xN
 
  N
s
Y
 
  Y
t
for some N
 
     N
s
and Y
 
     Y
t
such that M
i


k
N
i
and y
j


k
Y
j

with
y
j
  fvxM
 
  M
s


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It should be clear that the equivalence associated with this preorder is
simply the equality of Levy Longo trees To establish the characterization
theorem and to make a 
rst step in showing that 
m
and 
 
m
coincide we
need an auxiliary lemma
Lemma  For every A   N  A v

L
M  A 
m
M  A 
 
m
M  
The proof of this lemma in the case where A is a variable is quite technical
See  An immediate corollary is the adequacy of v

L
with respect to both

m
and 
 
m

Corollary  M v

L
N  M 
m
N  M 
 
m
N 
Proof Assume that M v

L
N  and let C be a  
m
 context closing both M
and N  By the Approximation Lemma there exists A   AM such that
obsCA  obsCM  It is easy to see that A   AM  M v

L
N 
A v

L
N  therefore obsCA v obsCN  and obsCA v
 
obsCN  by
the previous lemma 
The last key result is the separation lemma in the standard case The state 
ment is entirely similar to that of the at case
Lemma  The Separation Lemma	 standard case Let MN    be
such that M 

k
N for some k Then there exists a canonical context C   
m

closing both M and N such that
obsCM  v obsCN 

The proof in this case is more elaborate than in the at case since the
preorder v

L
is much weaker than v
L
 therefore there are more cases to con 
sider forM 

k
N  We must point out that the two separation lemmas are the
only occasions where we really need the power of 
nite multiplicities In the
basic case where M 

 
N  it turns out that M and N are already separable
in the lazy   calculus However it is important to be able to give in this case
a resource of multiplicity  for the head variable if any Then to prove by
induction the separation property for M 

k 
N  we just increase the multi 
plicity of the resource for the head variable by one The Separation Lemma
allows us to establish our second characterization theorem
Theorem  For any  terms M and N
M v

L
N  M 
m
N  M 
 
m
N
Proof We have M 
m
N  M v

L
N by the Separation Lemma and
M v

L
N  M 
 
m
N by the Corollary  The implication M 
 
m
N 
M 
m
N is the Proposition  
Finally an obvious consequence of the two characterization theorems is that
all the observational equivalences coincide with the equality in Levys inter 
pretation
Theorem  For any  terms M and N
M 
L
N  M 	
m
N  M 	
 
m
N  M 	

m
N


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 Conclusion
We have determined how much the discriminating power of contexts in the
  calculus is aected when such contexts come with a notion of 
nite multi 
plicity Surprisingly enough the resulting discriminating power is very sharp
two   terms are undistinguishable in this setting if and only if they have the
same Levy Longo tree Consequently 
nite multiplicities allow us to dis 
criminate more than for instance the parallel convergent testing combinator
considered by Abramsky and Ong in  even if no such operator is de
nable
in the calculus
As a matter of fact we may state a stronger consequence the discrimi 
nating power of multiplicities is robust ie it is not aected with respect to
extensions of the calculus with parallel or nondeterministic features as the
ones we get by embedding the   calculus into the  calculus for instance In 
deed Sangiorgi showed that the equality induced by this embedding is exactly
the equality of Levy Longo trees  This is interesting as a theoretical ba 
sis for the study of integrating functional languages and concurrent features
since our results allow one to reduce the set of contexts in order to test the
equality of two   terms in such an integrated language
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